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$EVWUDFW
The aim of this paper is to present combinations of Social Network Analysis (SNA) and
Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and their benefit to Policy Analysis. We think
that QCA and SNA are particularly suited to explain complex macro-social phenomena,
just like policies. SNA gives access to a set of actors and the relationships between
them. The main goal is to model these relationships in order to study action and
structure in their mutual dependence (Wasserman and Faust 1997). QCA on the other
hand helps to uncover regularities across cases while maintaining within-case
complexity; it offers “multiple conjunctural explanations” (Ragin 1987, 2003). First we
expose our understanding of Policy Analysis and the problems research on the topic
faces. The second part of the paper focuses on SNA and QCA as two approaches,
which stand in between of the conventional qualitative/quantitative logic of research.
Therefore we will explain the main principles of the methods but also show the
communities of the two, the underlying meta-theoretical assumptions, the opportunities
they offer to appear as supplementing to each other. Finally, it is to explore, how the
combination of SNA and QCA helps to explain policies.
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 *HWWLQJ LQWR 3ROLF\ $QDO\VLV &RUH HOHPHQWV DQG

DSSURDFKHV

If one tries to cover the principal dimensions of Policy Analysis (PA), one has to
describe a multi-faceted area of research, ranging from pragmatic evaluation to
theoretical contributions. Héritier mentions in this aspect, that the ideas on science of
scholars in this research area range between a Post-Positivism (describing the values of
groups)

and

the

scientific

neutrality

of

a

utility-cost-analysis

(scientific

instrumentalism) (Héritier 1993a:21f). As a very general statement, we can say that PA
aims to classify policies alongside their effects, their use of political steering
instruments and their character (Windhoff-Héritier 1987:21ff; Schumann 1996:74ff).
PA was initially developed for the analysis in a national setting. In a modified style, it
has its revival in the analysis of the European Integration process. Here, our intention
lies less in a detailed account of what Policy Analysis is, but in giving an overview on
the main niches in the area of PA and in identifying the methodological shortcomings
which evolved with the recent expansion of this research area.
Generally speaking, Policy Analysis is an approach to analyse and compare the
determinants and effects of policies. It can be considered to be a holistic approach, in so
far as it looks at politics, polity as well as the contents of the political decision making
process – the policies. Therefore it has to deal with the beliefs, interests and ideas of
actors involved in political bargaining, the institutional framework they are embedded
in and the process of interest aggregation with its formal and informal rules. The
common denominator of the various approaches on PA defines a policy as a ³SURGXFW

RIGHFLVLRQVDERXWZKDWWRGRKRZWRGRLWDQGKRZWRGHFLGHZKDWWRGR´(Peterson

and Bomberg 1999:4). To this wide definition it can be added that the goals, objects
and tasks of politics depend on the constellation of individual, material and ideological
orientations of all the given groups in a society. It is then to decide on how to distribute
a limited amount of resources to those interest groups (von Alemann and Forndran
1995:41).
When we browse the literature related to PA, two broad categories emerge. Considering
the concept of a policy cycle as the general framework, a rough division of the field
goes alongside the principles of policy formation and policy implementation. The
former deals with the process of decision-making, concluding temporarily with the
3
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moment a legislative measure is created. Therefore, we can talk about policy formation
analysis as the exploration of the analysis of a policy output. The second strand focuses
instead on the outcome, by evaluating policy implementation in order to give
recommendations to political practitioners. I.e. PA can be applied both - in a descriptive
and explanative, as well as a counselling manner (Héritier 1993a:9).

3ROLF\,PSOHPHQWDWLRQDQG3ROLF\2XWFRPH(YDOXDWLRQ
Within the policy evaluation category, an evaluation can be conducted before the policy
is implemented (ex-ante analysis) or after implementation (ex-post analysis). Generally
speaking, the evaluation of outcomes is a quantitative exercise where all measures of
costs and benefits are expressed in monetary values. Several ways of conducting policy
evaluation exist (Cost-Benefit Analysis, Cost-Efficiency Analysis, impact analysis,
etc.) and the choice of the method as well as the measuring of some uncertainty
parameters (such as depreciation level) is left to the discretion of the evaluator. The
principal goal of Policy Outcome Evaluation (POCE) is to “evaluate public expenditure
decisions” (Stockey and Zeckhauser 1978: 134) and is guided by a Kaldor-Hicks
criteria which is fulfilled if there is a “guarantee that the benefits of any project
undertaken will be large enough to that those who gain by the project FRXOG compensate
those who lose, with everyone thus made better off” (ibid: 137, emphasis in original).
As such, Policy Outcome Evaluation (POCE) implies “a transparent and replicable
PHWKRGRORJLFDO VWHS. The major difficulty consists here in distinguishing, analytically
and in reality, effects which are directly generated by the policy under evaluation from
those which stem from contextual factors, thus not manageable by the actors of the
policy” (Varone 2001:30, emphasis in original, our translation; see also Varone, Rihoux
and Marx of this workshop).
Thus, POCE is an analysis performed in view of formulating recommendations or
reports to the policy makers. It has a strong pragmatic orientation, as opposed to
academic knowledge accumulation. Policy makers (or “clients”) consider policy
analysts as experts and the reports of the latter one have considerable political power.
The “instrumentalisation” of policy evaluation by some often transforms this exercise
into a political issue (Barbeaux 2001:21; Varone 2001:30).
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7KH*HQHVLVRID3ROLF\3ROLF\2XWSXW$QDO\VLV
As opposed POCE, the goal of Policy Output Analysis (POPA) is to understand the
complex mechanisms, which create, transform and sometimes “ kill” a policy. Judging
or assessing are not the keywords here. Rather, understanding and describing a policy
as a research object is the purpose of such studies. For example, how policy changes
occur (external events, macro political contexts, etc.), the nature of these changes
(incremental, sudden), the role of ideas in the policy process, the existence and role of
policy networks are some of the phenomena policy process analysts try to explain. The
analytical starting point of POPA concerns – as its name already implies - the contents
of politics. But it also considers the institutional framework and the political processes,
or the “ environment” of the policy content in order to describe and explain policies.
In regards to the evaluation and counselling function of PA, the analysis of the output
(POPA) is concerned about the policy itself in a more holistic sense than POCE. As
such, POPA looks at components that go beyond the mere measurable impacts; equity,
transparency, coordination, negotiation procedures or good governance are some of
these other components. For example, on the basis of an identification of the concerned
actors, policies can be called distributive or re-distributive. The latter represent a zerosum-game: There are no gains possible. Therefore, if someone is given more, someone
else gets less. With the former – distributive policy – the interaction style is more
consensual, as overall benefits are possible.
At least three different strands resting upon POPA can be found: Policy Intertwining
(Scharpf 1997, 1995, 2003), Constructivist elements in PA (Sabatier 1993, Majone
1993, 2001, Peters 1999) and Policy Network Analysis (Héritier 1993b, 1993c,
Schumann 1996). These strands do not, of course, have clear cut boundaries between
them and their approach often overlap in many respects (Thatcher 1998:406).
In this paper we focus on the latter approach, for two reasons: first, Policy Network
Analysis is the most methodological oriented among them1, with the use of Social
Network Analysis software, and this paper aims primarily at improvements in the field
of Policy Analysis through methodological concerns; and second, it simply seems to be
the most prolific one among all the concepts in PA2. A Policy Network is a specific
1

Although policy network analysis does not refer only to formalised studies (i.e. policy communities or
more qualitative oriented policy network studies also are part of this approach), in this paper we mean
quantitative network analyses when we refer to policy network analysis.
2
For a (critical) review of policy network studies, see Peterson 2003, Kenis and Schneider 1991, Marin
and Mayntz 1991, Thatcher 1998, Dowding 1995.
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type of a Social Network. Under the general headline of Social Network Analysis,
research progressed to measurements of relations between units. Social Networks – as
well as Policy Networks – are defined by a certain topic determining the type of
relationship under investigation. Policy Network Analysis as a concept deals with ³D
VHWRIUHODWLYHO\VWDEOHUHODWLRQVKLSVZKLFKDUHRIQRQKLHUDUFKLFDODQGLQWHUGHSHQGHQW
QDWXUHOLQNLQJDYDULHW\RIDFWRUVZKRVKDUHFRPPRQLQWHUHVWVZLWKUHJDUGWRDSROLF\
DQGZKRH[FKDQJH UHVRXUFHV WR SXUVXH WKHVHVKDUHGLQWHUHVWVDFNQRZOHGJLQJWKDW FR

RSHUDWLRQLVWKHEHVWZD\WRDFKLHYHFRPPRQJRDOV´(Börzel 1997)

The network concept in Policy Analysis is a particular perspective on how society –
and therefore a policy field – is structured. It seems impossible to find agreement on
more than a very basic definition of what a policy network comprises, as several
different concepts lie behind that notion. Policy Network Analysis is an approach, that
combines elements of Theories of International Relations (Resource-Dependence
Approach) and Comparative Politics (Policy Analysis), Theories of Structure
(Institutionalism) as well as Theories of Action (Symbolic Interactionism) (Schumann
1996:84). At large, Börzel differentiates between quantitative and qualitative network
analysis on the one hand, and ³3ROLF\QHWZRUNVDVDW\SRORJ\RILQWHUHVWLQWHUPHGLDWLRQ

YHUVXV SROLF\ QHWZRUNV DV D VSHFLILF IRUP RI JRYHUQDQFH´ (Börzel 1997) on the other

hand.

&KDOOHQJHVIRU3ROLF\$QDO\VLV
“ What is frustrating is the gulf that exists between this sense that the complexities of social phenomena
can be unravelled and the frequent failures of our attempts to do do” (Ragin 1987:19).

As mentioned earlier, Policy Analysis was originally a concept of national politics.
Scholars of European Integration (and others) have adopted and developed it to analyse
a “ Multi-Level Governance” (Marks, Hooghe et al. 1995, 1996). Challenged by the
new area of research on European Integration, the shortcomings of PA became more
obvious as they might have been before. The variety of approaches in the field of PA
points out, that it has to deal with a multifaceted subject that additionally is embedded
in a complex social context. That means it is not easy to clearly isolate causal
explanations3, and the various approaches in that field share only a minimum of
3

On this issue, see the paper by Varone, Rihoux and Marx of the workshop.
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common explanatory factors. As Togerson commented almost some 20 years ago, this
field “ often appears as a jungle of diverse and conflicting modes of inquiry, full of
inconsistent

terminologies,

divergent

intellectual

styles

–

perhaps,

indeed,

incommensurable paradigms” (1986:33, cited in Hendrick and Nachmias 1992:311).
This assessment is still more or less legitimate today.
Basically, the main problems are located in the features of the subject: the complexity
and the interdependence of all units in a political system, which is best depicted by the
notion of a system4. In fact, a systems perspective guarantees a focus on
interdependencies and interactions of policies5. Greenberg et al. (1977) suggest that
“ the phenomena public policy theories seek to explain are radically different from other
phenomena that social scientists study” and that “ the difference is due to the objects of
analysis being more complex in the policy science than phenomena such as voting, elite
ideologies or revolutions” (paraphrased in Hendrick and Nachmias 1992:311). Policy
Analysis is indeed often characterised as complex because of the multiple actors
involved (policy makers, administration, beneficiaries, target groups, etc.) in a multilevel context (local level, national level, sub-national level) and with conflicting goals
or interest (e.g. redistribution issues) (a.o. Hendrick and Nachmias 1992; Owen 1995;
Schön 1973, 1979; van Buuren 2004). Van Buuren explains that complexity theory has
recently been flourishing within PA for several reasons: ontological changes
concerning the growing interconnectedness of the real world, epistemological changes
concerning the acknowledgment of uncertainty as a way of understanding the world,
and changes in the nature of decision-making where participatory style is becoming
more common and additional dimensions such as new social actors, human rights or the
environment are added (van Buuren 2004:7; see also Gallopin HWDO 2001:222-3). The
difficulty here lies in adopting a viable strategy of analysis, where complexity can be
systematically analysed (as opposed to non-formalised case-studies, for example) and
can be understood by practitioners (as opposed to stochastic modelling of PA, for
4

TGS assumes the presence of complexity in a phenomena and tries to express it as a whole, without
loosing any of the implications of complexity. The acceptance of the notion of complexity goes against
the classical Cartesian way of explaining phenomena. Whereas in Cartesian logic, complexity should be
broken into small pieces, TGS asserts that it should be accepted as a pre-existing whole: “ The Cartesian
logic had taught us to simplify all phenomena by eliminating the unknown, the random or the
uncertainty. But in fact complexity is everywhere, in all systems, and it is necessary to keep this
complexity, even at the price of admitting that we cannot understand all its richness” (Durand 1979: 11).
In systems theory “ the whole is more than the sum of the parts, not in an ultimate, metaphysical sense but
in the important pragmatic sense that, given the properties of the parts and the laws of their interaction, it
is not a trivial matter to infer the properties of the whole” (Simon 1981: 86). As such, Hendrick and
Nachmias (1992: 325) argue that “ The general systems theory is a promising framework for the
systematic study of complexity” .
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example). As Lempert and Popper (2002) would suggest, within a complex world
where uncertainty rules, we need to be adaptive in order to be robust.
As a response, new elements were added, which are indispensable for the analysis of a
complex political system like the European Union. The critique on Policy Analysis has
led to the evolution of new research strategies. In its methodological sense, new
strategies were the application of techniques, like grounded theory (by iterating
between empirical and theoretical evidence in the research process), Design-Science
(where the researcher is of the opinion that he/she creates the scientific object),
Triangulation (as a multiple strategy of inductive and deductive science) and the
development of a “ Participatory Policy Analysis” that includes the persons affected by
a policy (Héritier 1993).
However, along with the complexity of the topic the challenge to solve the difficulties
in research design is still in the air: do we seek in depth knowledge of cases or
generalisable results? These are the extreme points of a continuum, determined by a
trade off between the two ideal scientific notions. As Ragin reminds us, “ [n]either view
is incorrect. Ultimately, the degree to which a set of observations or cases is one
population or many depends on the interests of the investigator and those of the
intended audience” (1987:22). On the one hand, Policy Output Analysis (POPA) deals
much more with normative and subjective aspects of the policy than Policy Outcome
Evaluation (POCE), hence the analysis is generally conducted using qualitative
methods. The objective herein is less to judge the effects of a policy and more to ponder
the normative criteria a policy should fulfil, from its emergence to it adoption through
all the iterative negotiations among the involved actors. Another reason for using
qualitative tools in POPA is the necessarily holistic approach of such an analysis. To
assess the genesis of a policy requires looking at the complex societal or politicoadministrative environment as well, and not just the policy “ hardware” . The main
caveat of POPA is its lack of a systematic analytical approach, and hence the quasiimpossibility of producing comparable data for different policy areas in different
national settings (Medda and Nijkamp 1999). With the development of sub-national
policy analyses within the European integration frame, this problem looms over this PA

5

On the relation between system theories and policy analysis, see Hendrick and Nachmias 1992.
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category. Indeed, case-studies (one policy in a specific context, sometimes over time)6
represent the large majority of studies conducted in this PA field.
POCE on the other hand induces quantitative analysis, focusing on “ hard” measures
such as: What is for the benefit of whom? The main caveats of Policy Outcome
Evaluation (POCE) are its underlying assumptions about what is a “ good” policy and
the validity of statistical tools as appropriate for evaluating policy outcomes. POCE
supposes that a policy is good based on the Kaldor-Hicks criterion and therefore
dismisses the power dilemma of re-distribution. Statistical tools such as OLS regression
(that is multi-variate regression) for measuring the (potential) impact of a policy
assumes that it can identify the net effects of a policy by controlling other factors. Such
an epistemological assumption is generally acknowledged as being too strong, but is
nevertheless accepted as a second-best choice. The problem is that analysts often fail to
remind this to themselves or to the client when producing their final assessment.
Since we seek for both, in depth knowledge (complexity) and generalisations
(applicability), the next section of the paper focuses on how to cope with complexity
and formalisation. We suggest different combinations of SNA and QCA in order to
conserve the complexity specificity of Policy Analysis but also to offer pragmatic
solutions to this complexity issue and an intuitive visualisation of inter-connected
variables.

 +RZ 4&$ DQG 61$ DQVZHU WR VRPH PHWKRGRORJLFDO

SUREOHPVRI3$

As we have seen above, we have to take into account complexity and inter-relatedness
as well as in-depth knowledge and the ability to generalise in Policy Analysis. What we
suggest here, is the application of a combination of SNA and QCA in order to achieve
these aims to a certain extend. Before exposing the operational description of how to
combine QCA and SNA to answer these problems, we found it necessary to justify the
suitability of these two methods on epistemological as well as ontological grounds,
between them of course, but also applied to the PA issues (Marsh and Smith 2001). At
the same time it will reveal our understanding of the two methods and their subjects.

6

On case-studies, see Gerring 2004.
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Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and Social Network Analysis (SNA) have
never been combined as a technique, and neither have they ever been compared and
contrasted as an approach (for an exception, see Mohr 1998). Their realm of application
differs in many respects and this has kept respective users insensitive to each other. For
example, while QCA principally deals with macro-social phenomena and hence has
macro-level units of analysis, SNA copes more with micro or meso-level issues such as
individual performances or organisational structures. While QCA is a comparative
method by definition and hence analyses more than three cases, SNA can be understood
as a case-study where the network constitutes the case. Also, while QCA is considered
leaning more towards the qualitative camp of social science methodology, SNA is
generally identified as a quantitative data analysis technique. These differences are the
consequences of perceived incompatibility between QCA and SNA. We would like to
show that on the contrary these two methods share deep-rooted assumptions that shape
their approach to social science, and help answer some problems arising in the PA field.

7KHFRPSOH[LW\LVVXH
Both QCA and SNA require analysing cases as a whole and thus accepting and
assuming complexity as a pre-existing context. That is, for both methods, there is no
possibility to talk about causality (or regularities) if the cases have not been looked at as
one entity. The contrary would be to look at cases as if they were composed of
independent variables, and hence in a fragmented and simplified manner, as in classical
statistical approaches. Besides, as Schneider and Wagemann note “ causal complexity is
the exact opposite of the assumptions of linear and additive regression analysis”
(2004:8; see also Ragin 1987:83). QCA uses combinatorial logic to represent its cases:
each case is a combination of conditions, therefore allowing within-case and acrosscase comparisons (Ragin 2003a). As such, it responds to the goal of comparative social
science, which is identified as “ to produce explanations of macrosocial phenomena that
are general but also show an appreciation of complexity” (Ragin 1987:54). With SNA,
there is no meaning in measuring anything without looking at the whole network, be it
complete network or ego network. Just looking at one or several nodes or cliques is
senseless, since any interpretation is relative to the whole network (all nodes and all
cliques). SNA furthermore is suited for the analysis of complex phenomena, since it
expressly admits its existence within social processes. As Kenis and Schneider (1991)
put it for SNA in policy analysis, “ [the network concept] helps us to understand not
10
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only formal institutional arrangements but also highly complex informal relationships
in the policy process” , since “ contemporary policy processes emerge from complex
actor constellations and resource interdependencies, and decisions are often made in a
highly decentralised and informal manner” (1991:27).
Furthermore, both QCA and SNA display a structural logic in their causal
interpretations. QCA assumes multiple and combinatorial causality. This rejects the
“ one factor-one consequence” view on causality. Instead, Ragin explicitly refers to
QHFHVVDU\ and VXIILFLHQWconditions, whereby a necessary condition is one that is always
present for an outcome to acquire a certain value but which is not associated on its own
to the outcome, and where a sufficient condition is one that is associated on its own to
the outcome, but which is not necessarily present for the outcome to acquire a certain
value7. This suggests two important points: first, that a set of conditions (or a term) is
the “ IXOOFDXVH” (Mackie, 1974:62) of an outcome, as opposed to one condition leading
to an outcome. This would be a chemical causation, since the presence of A or B alone
does not lead to an outcome, the presence of both simultaneously (A and B) would lead
to the outcome8. The second important point QCA makes is that there exists multiple
“ paths” to an outcome9. These two concepts (chemical causation and the plurality of
causes) is the essence of what Ragin has labelled “ multiple conjunctural causation”
(1987:121-122). Thus, the conditions (or independent variables) in QCA react in a
“ chemical” manner, as opposed to a linear and additive manner. The conditions are
reduced to such an extent of simplicity (“ 1” s and “ 0” s) that their weight is increased to
the point where their relationship becomes structural.
As for SNA, it presents one way to cope with a dilemma of Social Theory: the causal
relationship between social action and social structure. Its focus lies in-between social
entities, a societal space of interactions between individual and collective actors. In this
sense, the understanding and conceptual framework of Social Network Analysis
expects the interdependence of actors with their environment: actors are able to do
7

This idea of necessary and sufficient factors is also known under Mackie’s INUS (“ an Insufficient but
Non-redundant part of an Unnecessary but Sufficient) factor (1974: 62).
8
Mill even argued that we could not talk about a cause by taking individualising its components: "We
have, philosophically speaking, no right to give the name of cause to one of them, exclusively of the
others." (1872: III, v, 3).
9
This was also suggested by Mill, and he called this a “ plurality of causes” : “ It is not true that one effect
must be connected with only one cause, or assemblage of conditions; that each phenomenon can be
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both, to adapt successful strategies in reaction of environmental influences and
otherwise to affect a given social structure (Hasse and Krücken 2002). As Wilks &
Wright (1987:298) note, ‘The properties of the network are not reducible to those of
individual actors. The network is the outcome of their combined actions.’ Social
Networks are ³ODVWLQJ SDWWHUQV RI UHODWLRQV DPRQJ DFWRUV´ (Wasserman and Faust
1997:7) and in that sense they are the social structure which constrains individual
behaviour, but are also the product of actors’ behaviour. The “ Embeddedness” of social
action in social structure is a basic assumption of Social Network Analysis. Actors are
interdependent and networks provide channels for the transfer of material and
immaterial resources. It is assumed, that actors tend to react on the action of other
actors and ³HYHQDWWHPSWWRPLPLFHDFKRWKHU´ (ibid.). This relational view is the main
difference to more common approaches in social sciences. As such, the “ network
perspective” offers a concept to consider patterns of interaction between actors within
and between groups, institutions, and organisations. These patterns represent social
structure, and the interactions themselves (the relationship between nodes) are the
social action. The type of relationship that is being measured (types of centrality,
distance, fragmentation between cliques, etc.) represents the causal link between these
embedded social action and social structure.
As such, QCA and SNA’s acceptance of complexity not only answers PA’s needs, but
also does it in a systematic and formalised manner.

3UDJPDWLFPDWWHUV)RUPDOLVDWLRQDQG9LVXDOLVDWLRQ
Another issue in Policy Analysis, and especially for POPA, was the lack of a systematic
case-oriented (small-N world) policy analysis methodology. Given the complexity issue
we just described, policy analysts encountered difficulty in formalising their analysis.
In other words, transportable or replicable data was hard to produce. From there rises
the problem of comparable policy data, an aspect increasingly in demand within EU
integration studies, for example. Visualisation, a pragmatic tool to present to policy
makers, is also missing concerning the possible recommendations policy analysts could
advance, when not using quantitative methods.

produced only in some way. There are often several independent modes in which the same phenomenon
could have originated” (1889, cited in Mackie 1974: 61).
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Both Social Network Analysis and Qualitative Comparative Analysis can contribute to
these concerns. First, formal comparisons has been recognised as an important strategy
in policy networks study10. As Kenis and Schneider (1991:45) note: “ WKH GHVFULSWLRQ
DQG PHDVXUHPHQW FDSDFLWLHV RI QHWZRUN DQDO\VLV ZRXOG EH XVHG IRU FURVVQHWZRUN

FRPSDULVRQVLQRUGHUWRGHYHORS RUWHVW K\SRWKHVHVH[SODLQLQJWKHHIIHFWRIDJJUHJDWH

FKDUDFWHULVWLFVRIWKHSROLF\QHWZRUNRQVSHFLILFLQWHUDFWLRQV7KLVFDQEHDFFRPSOLVKHG

E\ FURVVQDWLRQDO SROLF\ QHWZRUN FRPSDULVRQV RU E\ FRPSDULVRQV EHWZHHQ GLIIHUHQW

QDWLRQDOSROLF\GRPDLQVRUSROLF\SURFHVVHV” . However, although networks do preserve
the complexity of Policy Analysis, comparisons of networks do not take into account
the contextual factors, at least not in an explicit manner. As such, structural or
institutional factors are “ guessed” through the network analysis and not separately
identified. Therefore, a well co-ordinated policy, for example, would be explained by a
network attribute and maybe by other institutional factors which would not have been
tested in a formalised way. We will uncover in the next section how the combination of
QCA and SNA allows for a distinction of the network attribute as a potentially relevant
condition. This strategy is mainly possible thanks to the common ontological
assumption underlying both methods: phenomena are conjunctural and stochastic rather
than linear and additive; hence multi-collinearity is not seen as a problem (up to a
certain degree).
Second, visualisation of analyses results might be improved somewhere along the
existing pattern of flow charts (qualitative-leaning) and SPSS tables (quantitativeleaning). In the qualitative tradition, the processes and mechanisms are well grasped
although the weight of the factors are somewhat blurred. On the other hand, in the
quantitative traditions, all the factors are expressed in terms of net effects11 (controlling
other factors), but their inter-dependence with other factors is largely ignored. These
issues are still salient in their visualisation techniques. Social Network Analysis
developed an efficient visualisation tool (for example with Netdraw in UCInet) that
allows an intuitive understanding of the data. Nodes (usually actors or organisations)
form a network with ties (lines) between them representing the presence of a
relationship (kinship, friendship, influence, common activities, etc.). Cliques or groups
of closely related nodes are immediately identified, as well as central actors. On the
other hand, QCA has an accurate but less intuitive visualisation procedure through
Venn diagrams. The “ world” is divided into the presence or absence of variable space
10

For a proposition on building comparable network data, see Serdült and Hirschi, 2004.
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which can overlap among them. This allows an analytical (variable based) display of
cases as opposed to the disappearance of cases behind variables, it usually doesn’ t
immediately tell the viewer about the weight of a variable or combinations of variables.
Instead, it provides a highly accurate account of variables and combinations of
conditions leading to an outcome. This remark is not to say that accuracy is wrong (!),
but when the analysis has a pragmatic purpose, like in some Policy Analyses, results or
recommendations should also be made available in a convincing fashion (simple,
straightforward and sexy). Pragmatism ought not be an accessory concern when dealing
with Policy Analysis. As the natural sequel to complexity, pragmatism here is
understood as the technique to extract the most useful and complete data from the
complex multi-dimensional web of information. Therefore, if QCA data could be
displayed in an intuitive network mode, and so that the results are concordant, it might
enlarge its audience from researchers to include practitioners as well.
Hence, although counter-intuitive, Qualitative Comparative Analysis and Social
Network Analysis share some deep-rooted assumptions in terms of causality and
epistemology. This shared basis provides a solid ground on which to build answers to
some needs arising in Policy Analysis. An issue such as complexity is fully
acknowledged by QCA and SNA, and each method seem to complement the part of the
other in a useful way to Policy Analysis, such as making explicit contextual factors in
network analysis, or a more intuitive visualisation of QCA data. Adding to these
commonalities, we should also emphasise both methods’ suitability for a systematic
medium N analyses. Indeed, QCA’ s field of application leans toward macro-social
phenomena, whose N is generally situated somewhere between three cases and less
than 50, and the number of nodes in a network analysis also rarely go beyond 100
nodes.
Now that a tangible common basis has been laid across both methods, we would like to
demonstrate how they could both contribute to the scientific advancement of Policy
Analysis.

11

On the issue of net effects in policy analysis, see Ragin in this workshop.
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7KH&RPELQDWLRQRI4&$DQG61$
In regards to Policy Analysis, QCA as well as SNA have been used, although much
more widely for SNA than for QCA (see Héritier 1993; Héritier 1993; Staeck 1997;
König and Bräuninger 1998; Melbeck 1998 for SNA, Bursens 1999, Sager 2004,
Heikkila 2001, Hollingsworth et al. 1996 for QCA applications).
The focus of SNA and QCA respectively is on relations between actors and on a
causality focusing on multiple conjunctural explanations to explain complex context
dependent phenomena (Ragin 1987:93). Considering both as the main principles in a
policy decision-making process, in addition to a small-N set, and aiming at making
structure apparent, we propose a combination of SNA and QCA. This combination
strategy aims at solving the two main caveats within Policy Analysis: how to conserve
the complexity particularism of Policy Analysis and present comparable data stemming
from the growing need to analyse sub-national European policies across EU nations.
Moreover, the two methods are particularly suited for combinations since both display
inter-related variables, a feature that is highly problematic if applied in the frame of
classical quantitative methods (auto-correlation problem).
The key added value of explaining a network through a QCA analysis is the
equivalence in some of their main epistemological and ontological assumptions. As we
have seen in the first section, both methods assume complexity and inter-relatedness. If
we were to explain a network (measured with the afore-mentioned assumptions)
through a, say, multiple regression, the gap in their basic assumptions might simply
invalidate the interpretation. As such, it would make sense to explain a policy network
characteristic through explicitly structural (or context) factors since SNA assumes the
interdependence between actors and institutions. In a way, it allows to isolate and
therefore identify the crucial combination(s) of structural factors leading to a particular
policy network attribute.
At our exploratory stage, we have identified three conjunctions of the two methods, by
a variation of different dependent and independent variables, all of them including
attributional and relational data. The following models are considered only for a mesolevel of institutional actors, which should be useful for Policy Analysis.
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First, a mix of QCA and SNA allows comparing network attributes of actors through
QCA. One aspect, which could be seen as problematic with network analysis is the
embeddedness of social action within social structure. This could be partially resolved
by entering network data and other purely structural data into a QCA matrix. For
example, cases would be policy network attributes (for example, the density of a
network which could represent a participatory decision making process) and the
conditions would be institutional or structural factors such as the degree of autonomy of
the structure in which the actor behaves, the degree of specialisation of the actor in the
specific policy issue under study, etc. As such, QCA allows making structures apparent
where they had to be “ guessed” . In that sense, one could think about networks as
dependent variables.
A second type deals with entire networks attributes as independent variables in order to
explain a policy. The relational data has to be transformed into attributes to fit in QCA.
On the one hand, the research question here could DSULRUL deal with a temporally static
topic across nations or policy sectors of how different types of networks produce
different kinds of policies and why. For example, cases would be policy issue networks;
the outcome would be an efficient implementation of a policy; the conditions would be
network attributes such as the density (whether actors are densely connected to each
other), the number of cliques in a network (sub-groups of actors within a network), the
fragmentation measure (number of components / number of nodes or actors), the coreperiphery structure measure (is the network composed of a core and a periphery or of a
number of cliques?), etc.
On the other hand, processes and dynamics could also enter the analysis, by comparing
networks at certain points in time. Therefore, the outcome here could be the coordination type (uni-lateral/multi-lateral bargaining style) of a policy formulation
process, with conditions of the similar kind as enumerated above.

12

The idea of having networks as independent or dependent variables is also presented in Kenis and
Schneider 1991: 44ff.
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4&$GDWDIRUQHWZRUNDQDO\VLV
We propose one last combinatorial model which would treat QCA data like it were
relational. In other words, QCA data would be transformed into a symmetrical matrix
and thus into SNA data to be analysed with network software. This would allow
network measures to represent/describe QCA models, getting close to the notion of a
measure for the explained variance of a QCA model. The main innovation here is the
visualisation of QCA data in a network fashion. Although visualisation techniques for
QCA already exists (Venn diagrams), we think that network visualisation might be
more intuitive in terms of interpretation for practitioners who are not familiar with the
language of logic (such as policy makers). Also, apart from being more intuitive than
Venn diagrams, the use of network software allows to visualise data with more than
four conditions, whereas it becomes difficult, even for the trained eye, to interpret a
Venn diagram with more than four conditions. In addition, we will advance the merits
of a visualisation using Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), a method to visualise
spatial representations of (dis-) similarity and closeness measures. Therefore, one can
think of plotting cases to a policy, conditions to a policy or matching all of them into
one graph, by the use of SNA software13.
This combination (or even fusion) of two methods would be best understood through an
application of an existing QCA analysis. Since there are not yet so many applications of
QCA on policy analysis, we chose Redding and Viterna’ s application on the success of
left-libertarian parties in Western Europe (Redding and Viterna 1999). The purpose of
this exercise is to show the applicability of SNA technique on QCA data but also to
identify some added-value of this combination of methods. We first summarise
Redding and Viterna’ s application by exposing the truth table and the minimal
equations they obtain through a classical QCA.

68&&(6







PNB
0
1
0
0
1
0

SOCS
0
0
0
0
1
1

CORP
0
0
0
0
0
0

13

LEFT
0
0
1
0
0
0

PROP
0
0
0
1
0
1

JP, NZ, AUS
CAN, USA
UK
IT
FR
IR

For a comprehensive overview of the available software and free downloads, the International Network
for
Social
Network
Analysis
gives
the
details
on
its
homepage.
<http://www.insna.org/INSNA/soft_inf.html>, 30.08.04.
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The outcome (SUCCESS) is present when there was a successful left-libertarian party
formation. The presence of the conditions PNB and SOS express respectively a high
GDP per capita and a high social security expenditure. They represent the demand-side
hypothesis, in other words that the more economically developed a society is, the more
post-materialist values it creates and hence there would support the emergence of leftlibertarian parties. The presence of the conditions CORP, LEFT and PROP express
respectively a high level of corporatism, the presence of left parties in government and
the presence of a proportional representation system. They together represent the
supply-side hypothesis or the speculation that these institutional factors are conducive
to successful left-libertarian party formations. Finally, the study concerns 18 OECD
countries during the 1980s.
The minimised equation obtained by Redding and Viterna identifies PROP (presence of
a proportional representation system) as a necessary condition (the outcome is observed
whenever the condition is observed, too) and the strong corroboration of the second
institutional hypothesis. As such, the equation is represented below:
68&(66

=

CORP LEFT PROP +
$7'.),'(126(&+
GDP SOS LEFT PROP +
%(
GDP SOS CORP PROP
1/

3523 &253/()7*'3626/()7*'3626&253
Next, the transformation of QCA data into a network matrix is done by counting the
number of times a presence/absence of a condition is observed with the
presence/absence of another condition. In this example, we take only the data for the 1
outcome; we count the number of times the presence of GDP is observed in co18
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occurrence with the presence of SOS, with the absence of SOS (“ sos” ), etc. This is
repeated for all conditions, present and absent. At the end, we obtain the following
network data matrix.

GDP
Gdp
SOS
Sos
CORP
corp
LEFT
left
PROP
prop

GDP
0
0
5
1
5
1
5
1
6
0

gdp SOS
sos CORP corp LEFT left PROP prop
0
5
1
5
1
5
1
6
0
0
1
1
2
0
2
0
2
0
1
0
0
5
1
5
1
6
0
1
0
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
2
5
2
0
0
6
1
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
5
2
6
1
0
0
7
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
6
2
7
1
7
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7DEOH&RRFFXUUHQFHRI&RQGLWLRQV 5HGGLQJDQG9LWHUQD'DWD

Finally, using a SNA software (here, UCInet) and a network visualisation tool (here
Netdraw in UCInet), the QCA data is visualised, with the ties expressing co-occurrence
of conditions for the explanation of the 1 outcome. We set parameters of visualisation
such that the stronger the ties, the thicker the ties appear. The presence of conditions is
indicated by white nodes and the absence by black nodes. In the same way, demand
factors (SOS and GDP) display square nodes (!) whereas supply factors (CORP, LEFT
and PROP) circle nodes. The parameters thus set to easily grasp interesting
information, we can also “ play” with the level of complexity we wish to see. As such,
we present here three levels of complexity. The first visualisation displays all ties
connecting all nodes. The second is an intermediary step where only the nodes that are
connected more than three times are displayed as a network. Finally, the third level
allows us to look at the most strongly co-occurring nodes (or conditions).
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6WHSRI4&$GDWDYLVXDOLVDWLRQXVLQJ1HWGUDZ
The first level of visualisation (all ties are drawn) already gives some interesting insight
into the relationship between conditions. We can see that there is one “ isolate” or a
node that has no tie to any other: the absence of proportional representation (“ prop” ) is
not once observed with the successful left-libertarian party formation. On the contrary,
PROP or the presence of proportional representation has a central position within the
network, an information that is consistent with its necessary character in QCA equation.
Moreover, the strong ties (thicker lines) link the present conditions together quite
obviously, whereas the absence of conditions (circle nodes) is represented in the
periphery of the network. This intuitively shows that the hypotheses are generally
corroborated since the presence of conditions correctly leads to the outcome. The
display of the network is done using the MDS (Multi-Dimensional Scaling) function of
Netdraw, which allows to spatially bind nodes that are “ similar” , i.e. conditions that
share similar co-occurrence with other conditions, while conditions that are “ dissimilar”
or share minimal co-occurrence with other conditions are represented far away from
each others. At this first level of visualisation, this MDS added-value is not fully
appreciated, but we will see how it can contribute to Policy Analysis at subsequent
levels.
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6WHSRI4&$GDWDYLVXDOLVDWLRQXVLQJ1HWGUDZ
This second level of visualisation, with the threshold set to “ more than 3 times of cooccurrence” greatly reduces the “ noise” surrounding the relationship between the most
relevant conditions. Indeed, this network represents the most often observed cooccurring sets of conditions leading to the success of a left-libertarian party formation.
As such, all the conditions with a “ 0” value are now isolates in the upper left corner of
the graph, and only conditions with a “ 1” value are still part of the network. This is a
stronger corroboration of the authors’ hypotheses than what was observed in the first
level visualisation of the data.
In networks, a tie is the relationship between two nodes only, but the diffusion of these
relationships to unite all nodes and thus compose a “ network” is assured by the
transitivity assumption (if A and B are strongly connected and B and C are also
strongly connected, than there is a big probability that A and C also are strongly
connected). In the present case, since PROP and LEFT are strongly co-occurring (7 cooccurrences) and PROP and CORP, too (7 co-occurrences), LEFT and CORP also
display a strong relationship (6 co-occurrences)14.
Of course, we do not forget the combinatorial logic that is fundamental to QCA, but by
transforming QCA data into network data, we add a probabilistic character to the
14

On transitivity, see Wassermann and Faust 1997:150ff, 241ff.
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interpretation of the policy analysis results. Here, we are not saying that all QCA
analyses should incorporate this probabilistic element, but that seen the pragmatic
concerns of an exercise such as Policy Analysis, the analyses should respond to these
specific needs. However, this second level of visualisation of the data may still throw a
too broad “ net” on the relevant conditions for policy analysts.

6WHSRI4&$GDWDYLVXDOLVDWLRQXVLQJ1HWGUDZ
Finally, the last level of visualisation leaves the analyst with three conditions, LEFT,
PROP and CORP. The threshold is set to “ 7 or more ties” : LEFT and PROP co-occur 7
times and CORP and PROP also. If we were to visualise the same data with “ 6 or more
ties” , there would be a line between LEFT and CORP. The analyst can now conclude
that a successful left-libertarian party formation is observed when there is a strong
positive relationship between proportional representation and the presence of a leftist
party in government or between proportional representation and a high level of
corporatism. In any case, PROP is central since it is linked to both other conditions,
whereas the latter ones are not (as strongly) linked.
Since PROP and LEFT are closer to each other on the MDS scale (they are spatially
closer to each other than to CORP), the analyst would consider the combination of the
22
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two conditions as more relevant (because more probable in the real world) than the
other two possible combinations of conditions (PROP and LEFT or LEFT and CORP).
We would again like to stress that there is a concordance of results between QCA
equations and SNA visualisation. In other words, Netdraw does not go counter to QCA
results (isolates, centrality of PROP, coherence of direction of conditions).
As added-value to QCA, this visualisation technique plugs in a probabilistic parameter
to the interpretation. Indeed, the most travelled paths are directly identified, along with
the distance (expressing the proximity) between conditions. Some probabilistic flavour
is particularly welcome for PA since it is economically and ethically problematic for
policy makers to implement several policies for one societal issue (Ragin 2003b). One
might argue that this path probability is taken into account when a term is matched with
the observed cases, with software such as TOSMANA. However, we argue that
visualisation with a network software provides another interpretation of the relationship
between conditions: the rigidity or the determinism of case matching is dropped for a
more flexible causal interpretation through conditions15.
Another added-value of transforming QCA data into a network matrix is the possibility
of testing the significance of the results. Since the non-independence of variables and
the non-random selection of cases are common assumptions to both methods, classical
statistical hypotheses testing remain invalid. Network analysis relies on permutation
technique such as the QAP procedure to test hypotheses under such assumptions. It
might prove interesting to try this technique with QCA data in future research.

&RQFOXVLRQ7KHEHQHILWIRU3ROLF\$QDO\VLV
The aim of this article was twofold: first, we offered to clarify the boundaries of Policy
Analysis and identify the main streams which compose it as well as the main caveats of
this area of research. By that, it was to demonstrate the main shortcomings of PA. In
our opinion, PA asks for a holistic approach given that policies are macro-social
15

This explanation-oriented example (POPA) might not prove as illustrative of the visualisation strength
as a recommendation-oriented example (POCE) with real policy evaluation data, but we hope that the
essence of the advantages offered by such a technique has been made clear.
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phenomena of extreme complexity. If one has the goal to explain policy outputs and
outcomes properly, one has to include polity as well as politics in the research design.
However, this leads to one of the main shortcomings in this field: most research on
Policy Analysis does not go beyond case studies. Comparisons and generalisations are
hardly possible therefore, as we deal with case studies of small N. Comparative policy
analysis represents a rapidly growing need in the field of Policy Analysis, as a result of
the recent extension of its application from a primarily national setting towards a more
comparative European setting. Moreover, Policy Analysis has to deal with the inherent
complexity of its research subject, making general causal explanations rare. Indeed,
classical statistical methods and solely qualitative studies are only partly able to bring
research further in this field.
The second aim of this paper was subsequently to propose a combinatorial strategy of
Qualitative Comparative Analysis and Social Network Analysis capable of covering
these above mentioned “ blind areas” in PA. We showed how two apparently different
methods, Qualitative Comparative Analysis and Social Network Analysis, prove to be
sharing some fundamental views on science and explanation. Indeed, the combination
of these methods allows to preserve complexity and still bring formalisation in order to
allow more accurate comparative policy analyses, or offer new visualisation tools for
the pragmatic necessity of policy makers. One of the main messages that we wished to
be retained is the necessary concordance of assumptions among theory, methods and
data. In other words, we should seek to clarify the epistemological and ontological
bases of one’ s own and select theories, methods and data in accordance to the declared
assumptions.
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